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Hi David, Angus, and others, (THIS IS ALSO AN OPEN SUBMISSION ON CURRENT NSW 
GOVERNMENT INQUIRY MATTERS) 

MY AUTOBIOGRAPHY, COMMERCIAL ACCOMMODATION. CURRENT NSW GOVT. INQUIRY 
AND IT 

Thank you for stocking my self-published autobiography, Power Loving, for payment on 
sale, before and after Xmas 2020. 

Unless you tell me otherwise, I assume it has sold no copies in local bookshops, newsagents 
or on my website www.Carolodonnell.com.au  so far.  Like many single products I am an 
unknown unknown and likely to remain so. 

I wrote and produced Power Loving myself during 2020 partly to understand more about 
the growing influences of more diverse IT related sales and payment methods on small 
product manufacture, promotion and sale; on-line and in retail shopfronts, such as yours. 

I also wanted to explore why the Australian Financial Review (AFR) appeared to be 
disappearing early from local newsagents where I had bought it every week-day for the past 
thirty years at least.  Besides food, it is the most important daily purchase in my life along 
with the Sydney Morning Herald.  I hate reading on-line if I can avoid it and have always 
been a true believer in the advertising slogan that the AFR is the daily habit of intelligent 
people. Quality daily press seems to have largely disappeared from the US retail shopfront 
and related airport scene so I fear it will soon happen here.  Chillingly it now appears to 
have gone from Sydney University.  I hate this change. 

I guess unknown writers like me, like any new product manufacturers, are highly unlikely 
ever to cover their costs today.  If this is so, writing appears to be an expensive hobby 
undertaken with an editor or not.  It appears key writer support naturally must come from 
something else, such as super, government pensions, wealthy or well-connected family or 
institutional members or another real job which pays out real money.  

I always wonder ‘Do our politicians write their own books?’  If so, why are they spending so 
much taxpayers’ time on a self-promotional exercise? What do they expect from this 
growing strategy? Do they really express themselves this well or do they need a lot of 
unacknowledged help?  The more women and kids who read and write the better has been 
a policy view of mine the whole of my working life, but how does it work best for women 
and kids, not guys in US IT?  One answer appears to be that the public appear to get lots of 
free books and so do bookstores and libraries.  How are they best kept?    

I have been interested all my life in men with money and the women who take it, which 
naturally brings me to my lifelong interest in property values, group housing and 
commercial ownership or rental.  We all have to live and work somewhere.  I assume we all 
need to understand these matters better in a world so rapidly being transformed by IT 
which is also massively increasing global inequality.  We don’t want to die out quicker than 
seems ideal.  I discuss intellectual property (IP) ownership matters attached as a result.  I 
also draw your attention to the current NSW inquiry into strata housing management and 
my attached submission.  
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For years I have wondered about the growing relationships between retail and IT, on my 
ignorant personal assumption that the latter is fast destroying the former, as distinct from 
building it up for long, as they pretend. 

In my ignorant retail and IT inquiry, I am therefore grateful for your payment after sale 
treatment of my financially failed product so far.  Your display has policy and promotional 
value for me apart from any need for sale to cover any cost I had run up, to stop me from 
starving while writing, for example.  I hope you keep Power Loving on display until the 
Sydney University David Harold Tribe philosophy prize of $20,000 is announced in February, 
2021.  I will also remember your help if I win. 

Rightly or wrongly, I assume that rising rents and the increasing costs of multiplying and 
diversifying purchase and sale methods has severely impacted retail businesses in Glebe and 
beyond in recent years.  In this context I also draw your attention again to the current 
inquiry into strata schemes in NSW and to related proposals to use superannuation to fund 
build to rent schemes.  As a Glebe resident living in a strata scheme, I have no 
understanding of commercial rental costs and issues.  However, I see the recent passing 
back to London of Sydney University Vice Chancellor, Michael Spence, and his interim 
replacement by historian, Stephen Garton has occurred. 

Professor Garton recently defended the University’s partnership with the Ramsay Centre for 
Western Civilisation against a pushback from many staff members. In an open letter, he 
stated that “It has never been university policy to reject funding from a donor simply on the 
basis that we did not like the politics of the people on the board of the funding body.”  He is 
absolutely right and I would like to see the new training program for strata managers in 
NSW.  If you are interested in any of the above regional policy issues or those in related 
papers attached, I look forward to your email. 

Cheers and thanks for displaying my book. 

Carol O’Donnell, No 10, St James Court, Glebe, Sydney 2037 www.Carolodonnell.com.au 

 

 ALTERNATIVE APPROACHES TO AUSTRALIAN INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY (IP)  

Carol O’Donnell, St James Court, 10/11 Rosebank Street, Glebe, Sydney 

IP and IT starting with publishing content for retail sale, borrowing or storage  

(Feel free to start anywhere you like.  It’s the same old fucking world and regions) 

    In this discussion of content and IP before IT, rather than IT before IP as usual, I reject 
Booktopia recommendations on treatment of my self-published autobiography, the book 

and e-book, Power Loving.   I wrote it in 2020 lockdown due to the coronavirus pandemic.  
It can be viewed and ordered for Xmas already from Glebe local bookshops and newsagents 
or my personal archive www.Carolodonnell.com.au   I also store copies at home. 
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    Power Loving was produced in nine months and entered in competition for the Sydney 
University David Harold Tribe philosophy prize of $20,000, drawn in February 2021.  As 

usual, it’s the thought that counts.  Good on youse?  (Get a grip on IP for Christ’s sake.) 

    I generally prefer the local Booktopia book barn, library or archive address to Amazon and 
the global direction Booktopia recommends to me.  Others may differ for good or bad 
personal and general reasons.  However, I feel the most honestly sensible choice and 

directions for me and many other Australians are ignored again in supposedly expert 
professional ASA and Booktopia advice.    

 

     Here I address the personal, national and regional interest in better IP use, with 
preference for putting the local rather than US direction first in international trading terms.  
This new world IP direction starts for good reason with world news and evidence-based 
truth-seeking communications.   Abandon lawyers and write honest letters openly instead 
about anything, with reasons for your concern and belief.  That will be new and enlightening 

even if you appear ignorant and groping or invisible.  The treatment of words, pictures, 
archives and museums appear naturally related in more open regional arenas.  I have been 
exploring writing and publishing in 2020, using Power Loving, independent or government 
expert advice and related media. 

 

   I draw your attention to the statement An Opportunity Too Important to Miss in the 
Sydney Morning Herald (SMH 23.11.2020).  It addresses the News Media Bargaining Code.  

Being an exclusively ABC, SBS and Fairfax girl until recently, I can’t say I’ve watched much 
product of the Joint Statement on News Media Bargaining Code signatories ever in my life.   
However, one would surely have to be mad not to agree that ‘This is a critical moment in 
public policy development.  It is too important to miss.’  Baby we did it together!  Work out 
what is going on now and then write and tell us clearly as I am trying to do with you and Rod 

and Alfredo, for example.  (I also question Rod’s book, Macroeconomic Principles from a 
position of almost total ignorance of mathematics or STEM principles.    What else is new?) 

 

   I address the views of university vice chancellors later that the global ranking systems 
relied on by universities to market themselves mislead students and distort research 

priorities.  The Vice Chancellor (VC) of Australian National University (ANU), a Nobel 
Laureate in Physics, said the companies behind global rankings arbitrarily chose to reward 
science and engineering but overlook or penalise teaching quality and related regional 
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subjects (SMH 12.11.20, p.1).  This is a related discussion of regional publishing and 
communications from the primary perspective of a member of the Educational Lending 

Rights Scheme addressing major national reports related to IP treatment and healthier 
forms of social inquiry, based on World Health Organization (WHO) regional directions. 

    

   In this current US and English-speaking global communications context in which Australia 
naturally swims with great difficulty and cost in keeping up, I first draw your attention to the 

2020 findings of the Australian Competition and Consumer Commission (ACCC), on its 
inquiry into digital search engines, social media platforms, and other digital content 

aggregation platforms (platform services) (sic.) and also on the state of competition in 
related service markets.  I attach submissions that I sent the ACCC and others to provide 
some background story.  Booktopia suggests that I individually head down the US head 

office on-line international routes again, towards the world of market-based trading in 
duelling legal battles over secret knowledge.  Give us all more openly managed breaks from 
these unstable, uncontrollable, secret international IT and financial forces posing as service. 

 

    In its inquiry, the ACCC appears legally bound to champion competition as a good.   More 
cooperatively open regional approaches to risk and service evidence collection and 
management appear better in broader public and individual interests.  The ACCC found big 
market players have a significant competitive advantage over small market entrants.   It 

found that terms in standard agreements between platforms and businesses which were 
seeking to advertise on those platforms, often left small businesses at a significant 

disadvantage and could be unfair.  For example, some of these terms gave platforms broad 
discretion to remove content, suspend or terminate accounts, and vary terms without 
notice.  The ACCC claimed: “We continue to advocate for effective dispute resolution 
mechanisms to address complaints and disputes between platforms and businesses. This 
would also benefit consumers who fall victim to scammers using social media or messaging 
services.  We also continue to advocate for a prohibition of unfair contract terms (with 
penalties applying to their use) and a prohibition of certain unfair trading practices.”  This is 
easier said than done if legal and client association and practice are also expected to be 

secret and competitive, as if that were protective of the general personal interest, rather 
than the most powerful ones in the law, government, and financial matters.  The 

recommendations of secret legal forces are more secret operations ruled by lawyers.  Small 
business confronts this increasingly nasty lot when direct honest intercourse is cheaper.   
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     The ACCC needs a theory of IP and its management in the interests of people, to discuss 
these matters adequately, unless it merely takes the old-fashioned view of productivity that 
a war or another population disaster is as good as anything else, as long as it makes more 
money for its top regional producers and related secret operations.  We live in a world 
where people like lawyers may too easily flourish, multiply, and grow rich in government 
through legal associations conducted according to feudal family and militaristic state 
manufacturing cultures.  Service to populations requires more broadly open scientific or 
other social treatment of many diverse and often unknown expectations.   Competition 
must surely be honestly managed in the interests of the people because the market is 
increasingly partial and bringing more chaos and inequality through unpredictable financial 
breakdown rather than equilibrium.  (James Packer didn’t see Chinese government coming 
for him in Macau?  Speaking as an old grandma tourist, I can hardly believe it.  Ask Ita.) 

 

Consider the Copyright Act and other labour intensive but often pointless IT routes from 
the perspective of good, fast and cheap communication like Microsoft Word and Office 

 

    The national e-deposit scheme (NED), in all state libraries, doesn't work for me, although 
the National Library acknowledged my snail mail Power Loving book deposit by email.  I can 

see they would like to work well.  It seems comparatively unusual. When I complained about 
the e-deposit, the National Library kindly accepted and lodged my Microsoft Word version 

of Power Loving on my behalf.  They emailed me next day to say so.  NED website states, 
‘you can use the latest two versions of Chrome, Firefox, or Edge to deposit your electronic 
publication. Safari is currently not compatible with the NED service.   Unlike the ACCC. I tend 
to see key communications as natural monopolies, like Medicare, to the extent that they 
seek to be globally or nationally inclusive in their content availability and service reach.   
ABC TV and radio are in the range of related national free to air and multi-cultural news and 
communications services.  SBS news, movies and translation services are even better.   

 

     Microsoft Office and Google search engine first presented even greater virtues than 
radio, film and TV to a globally united public.  From the view of those seeking to maintain or 

improve personal and community service standards, there can be too much producer 
competition.  (The ACCC often writes double Dutch to me but maybe lawyers follow it.)   

 

    The National e-deposit website states that it and its member libraries understand the 
importance of protecting publishers’ commercial interests and the IP of creators.  Public 

access to deposited content will be provided consistent with the Copyright Act 1968 and 
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legal deposit laws and in accordance with the access conditions nominated by depositors 
though the deposit process. Access conditions nominated by depositors cannot reduce or 

restrict rights under legislation.  I guess the Copyright Act is outdated now in most states? 

 
   When I went to Cambodia as a tourist, I also saw there is a huge range of globally pirated 
and advertised DVDs, as well as books about Cambodia and elsewhere sold by high and low-
end street people.  I saw again how foolish it appears for Australians to take a high moral 
ground to their IP in their movies.  I guess many small copyright owners end up paying 
hugely unnecessary amounts of money in meeting the standards demanded during 
production, only to fail unknown and lose their money, pre or post production.  It also 
appears naively racist, from a moral perspective, to think that Cambodians, whose home 
was the playground of US and other global brother murderers for years, should give a 
tinker's cuss about IP in Australian product.  Current attitudes to IP may thus appear 
thoroughly racist and self-defeating for many reasonably well-intentioned people.  Who 
owns the IP in this particular film product and where are they now?  God alone knows. The 
Australian Film and Sound Archive may also advise well on copyright in this context.   
 
Consider more open principles of association in the national, regional, organizational and 
personal interest (Suggestions on better writing jobs to the big boys from small business) 

    My aim for Power Loving is for the ideas to be known about and put into regional policy 
and development practice, without my taking on too much personal stress or risk of losing 
too much money in the process. (I sit home and watch you all on my colour TV, etc. etc.) I 
have never believed I could cover my costs of any publication without other substantial 
institutional support.  I last had that as a university teacher, before I retired in 2007 to live 
on superannuation.  Others may have far more powerful family members and friends in 
their supporting networks and associations than I, or live on government pensions or 
grants.  This discussion of national IP relations between writers, publishers and others, 
however, does not start with entertainment, but with the broader search for truth.   

    To focus on entertainment first is to pander to the darkest forces in circles led by lawyers 
and loving their secrecy, lies and violence to win.  Lawyers, for example, cling most to the 
controlling secrets of their clients and professional associations with others, in government 
or not.  Soldiers are trained and expected to obey orders in regard to killing the other fellow, 
whatever they might personally think.  I don’t want these kinds of people in society any 
longer as they are drilled to be secretive liars causing violent trouble, starting from the tops 
or not.   Their theoretical observations stem from an institutionalised God, who happens to 
be male.  Honestly, are these guys who all did law just conventionally dumb and greedy or 
gutless? (Since careerism became fashionable for women, I have honed honesty to the point 
of brutality.  Sadly, this is necessary because all the normal incentives point the other way.)  
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    My main publishing policy observation is that, since time began, a personal letter or 
report remains the clearest, fastest and best way to write which has lasting evidentiary 
value.  This is where religion and the archive or library started, before science and calls for 
broader participation took over in welfare states.  The jewels that are well worth preserving 
today, in national free to air news radio and TV, ideally search for wider and deeper truths 
in many shared regional arenas, comparing service outcomes.  National health services have 
led the way in regional approaches to population and individual health management which 
are also centred on the public right to know.  This has major statistical implications because 
in service and information economies the boys still ruling all ‘productive’ roosts are those 
treating world services as ideally like manufacturing establishments, helping make guns or 
more popular widgets, for example, to make more money for the chosen families of man.  
One of many lawyers’ secret jobs under Constitutions which rule the welfare state in arcane 
legal practice, is to pick up the destructive fallout of hopeless manufacturing of single 
products.  Many may be smart but will make a loss rather than a profit in production.  

     My main point is that entertainment and advertising will always be with us now and we 
may always love them best for many related psychological reasons.   However, the search 
for truth is ideally paramount and this is best manifest in open and honest behaviour.  
(Listen to mother and Billy Joel first?) The advent of the Internet in 1989 combined with 
Microsoft Office and Word email were a potential global revolution which was then lost in 
the capitalist mania for secret competition by many more producers, including those 
claiming to operate in common interests.  If this is creative destruction I’m getting out. 

     The advent of comparatively honest rather than outright lying or commercially driven 
website information, was greatly advanced with the invention of Microsoft Office and Word 
email software.  This acknowledged and potentially utilised the huge strengths of the 
common or individual letter or report in shared bureaucratic office and related evidentiary 
practice around the world.   Such direct and potentially more informed and broadly open 
communication saves time and money.  Compared to the fallibility of any personal speech 
or memory, secretly twisted with lawyers or not, the written word can be better based on 
the general or particular case in regard to any matter.  Written words are for grown-ups. 

    From the nineties, free or almost free global user access to selected written IP became 
the collectively fulfilled promise of Google search engine, Wikipedia and Australian 
government or independent websites and inquiries; as well as in free to air TV or radio 
station broadcasts still alive today.  These have made collective life unimaginably richer 
already compared with the past in my opinion.  I have learned a great deal more. With the 
mass arrival of the iphone around 2007, however, the potential for more rational and cheap 
operation in any field was increasingly pissed up against a wall by the fact that social 
network IT would rule IP.  Social networks prefer to rule us comparatively blindly but love 
working with scales and maths because they look scientific and nobody understands them. 
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Are social networks and their grading systems constantly screwing you into the US ground? 

     Current IT norms largely appear driven by gambling and related social network 
entertainment and grading with a US head office.  This seems primarily designed from rich 
tops to market their newest IT hardware or software product and capture sales.  From the 
global and regional starting point of direct, honest and cheap communication I have never 
seen so many unhelpful IT products. (Ask Bill Ferris and SBS about it.)  In addition, it seems 
commercial in confidence mathematics and financial principles wielded by feudal lawyers 

give many bad incentives for increasing personal self-destruction posing as personal growth.  
They encourage social inequality and instability.  I discuss my ex-husband’s self-published 

text book, Macroeconomic Principles in this context later.  The cover picture says it all for 
students, ‘Mind to Mind’ while I sit on your back and crush you.  If you want to be in the 
centre of a disgraceful culture, go to New York, sit in a hotel room and watch what is on the 

enormous range of channels on TV.  When AFR journalist Jennifer Hewitt’s journalist 
husband died, I always wondered what killed him.  Shame at being a conduit perhaps? 

     It is fundamentally as a parent and teacher that I am interested in these questions of the 
appropriate relations between IP and IT, rather than the reverse.  This is explored in Power 
Loving.  In this comparatively simple old woman’s story, I naturally take more personal and 
emotional approaches to subject matter in the global, regional and individual interest.  This 
lies in more openly honest interaction, not in increasingly closed interaction in global social 
networks that offer the rest of us higher levels of financial ignorance and risk.    

      The global financial crisis of 2008 was followed by pandemic and collapse again in 2020.  I 
address IP and IT with Australian writers and publishers in a related context of experiment 
with Power Loving. However, the matters I address in this global context relate to many 
others, such as the appropriate relationships between any regional housing fund and 
superannuation or bank fund management design, administration and use.   See the brilliantly 
clear Australian Financial Review article by Bird and Gallagher, ‘It’s time to tailor super to 
address wide disparities in income’ (AFR, 24.11.2020 p. 35) It outlines the key finding of the 
federal government’s Retirement Income Review.  The AFR, SMH and other good newspaper 
reports provide a vital daily explanation to educate and assist the Australian public over many 
years.  It is a measure of the globally bad management of the Sydney University retail space, 
in my view, that good newspapers like these appear to have disappeared from its shopfronts.  
It sends a bad message to all those fellows globally who would like to call themselves scholars.  
We aren’t just sugar or fat obsessed and health or drug and fashion addicted, like in New York.  

    National, regional and local news are the ideal popular centres for regional policy and 
related development.  The leading forces, even before the advent of the i-phone and the 
global financial crisis of 2008, appear to be in competitive IT production for commercial 
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gambling and entertainments where the only remedies appear available in court.   As an 
old and financially independent woman I am my own intellectual property creator, trying 
to contract with others through Power Loving.  I may also give my intellectual product away 
freely, as I did in the past as a contracted teacher or other employee.  In the new world 
order, where Chinese morality can no longer be ignored, or its mighty government lectured 
by comparatively naïve small nations, it makes more sense to discuss how duty of care and 
human rights issues can be more effectively meshed in new IP and teaching treatments.  
Charters of human rights easily give more sinecures to rich mates in poor, violent, regions.  
Regional newspapers, TV and radio are vital for understanding, crushed by smart phones. 

      I am not a member of the Australian Society of Authors (ASA).  I am, however, a member 
of Writing NSW, formerly situated at Callen Park, in Sydney.  Nothing drives me to the place.     
My alternative to the US market direction in book and e-publishing that the ASA and 
Booktopia recommend to me, is to explore my Power Loving IP in more open regional 

directions starting with the local.  All politics was more local before the advent of the internet 
in 1989 and increasingly fast IT introduction everywhere.  I believe that Australians and many 
others are now far more informed through the proliferation of contesting information than 
was formerly the case.  In Australia, for example, news communities can reach all populations 
with comparatively good broadcasting which is also comparatively cheap.  However, if many 
clients and producers feel cheated and financially screwed through proliferation of new IT 
requirements which don’t work for them, I’m not surprised.  Australian law and party practice 
often make a commercial virtue of hiding information from the public gaze.  If nobody knows 

what is going on, finding out may be good news or bad business.   In a global economy most 
people and products are unknown quantities who are encouraged by publishers to feel they 
are going to make money, when there is often far more likelihood of uncontrollable losses.  
My case is now from a comparatively ignorant client position in small business, like many.   

        I had a salary or student stipend from government all my working life since the age of 
fifteen.  In superannuated retirement I became more personally interested in operations in 
land and group housing construction and management, as well as in art, film and book 

production.  I guess a lot of small businesses find it increasingly difficult to remain in 
production due to the increasing business complexities and costs thrust upon them and 

their clients in variable IT.  This seems to begin as constant encouragement of new on-line 
commercial forms. We appear increasingly to depend, as bosses, workers or clients, on the 
other side of an IT site, God knows where.  After the red carpet, what happens in Oz film? (I 
preferred Tropfest when it was run by Sony, before the Hollywood and industry boy vibes 
for production values took over and they got so upset about their measly unknown IP.) 
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ASA, Booktopia, NTEU: With Australian associations for friends you don’t need enemies? 

     I would like to love Booktopia, although they rejected my book and I think their ideas 
discussed later, and those of the Australian Society of Authors (ASA), are stupid for me.  The 

Booktopia website states it is a 100% Australian-owned online-only retail store selling 
books, eBooks and DVDs Australia wide. Based in Sydney, Australia it offers over 4 million 
books from databases which have been categorised into a variety of subjects…..  As well as 

physical books, Booktopia offers Australian readers thousands of eBooks from a wide variety 
of international and local publishers. ‘Whether you access your eBooks via your computer, 
tablet, iPhone or Android smartphone, or electronic reading device - online or offline, 
wherever you go, your eBooks will be there and accessible to you’.  Relations between 
Booktopia and national broadcasting, educational, research and library institutions are 
questioned in related regional contexts later.  I address words and pictures to resist US 
market forces in national and regional interests where this appears better for Australians, 
including writers like me.  More information is attached and at www.Carolodonnell.com.au  

    The ASA option recommended to me by Booktopia, appears to offer the member author 

the opportunity to have her book product stored in the US by John Reed Books (JRB). She is 
recommended to price her title in line with industry standards. For example, according to the 
ASA, a paperback commercial fiction title would retail somewhere between $19.95 and 
$32.95, depending on the size of the book. ‘Anything above this range would reduce the 
saleability of the title and anything less would impact your earnings’. My financial costs for 
Power Loving production and storage for sale at www.Carolodonnell.com.au far outweighs 
any earnings likelihood from it already.  This is without factoring in my own labour time, or 
the cost of an editor, or providing for an increasing number of other potential incentives to 

aid knowledge about it, let alone purchase.  

    ASA states that if my book is accepted, I will be advised how many copies I need to send to 

the JRB warehouse. Stock is required before the title can be uploaded to the databases. On 
average, JRB requests between 20-50 copies of each title. This does not appear to be an 
enticing financial arrangement for many authors and other unknown IP holders, and yet there 
have never been so many cheap books available in my life-time.  Australians are also going to 
school for longer than ever before, with more leisure being made available to them somehow 

or other, for reading and writing, paid or unpaid.  This seems like a very good social outcome 
except that many naïve and small producers may be fleeced and drowned unnecessarily. 

    Ingram Spark, which Booktopia also recommends, seems to be another US operation where 
the Australian author posts money and books off-shore on trust.  It costs too much.  The 
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Ingram Spark website appears to make spurious promises of money to the naïve, if a print 
and e-book are to be stored and transacted for sale at $49 each; print only at $49 and e-book 

only at $25.  One assumes exchange favours the $US.  Once caught, the would-be author 
heads for multiple product storage, distribution and associated costs, bleeding money all the 
way.  On the other hand, things may suddenly turn silent or zombie and you never know why.    

     One gains better direction by facing key Australian institutions first.  This is because they 

appear comparatively sound internationally and also because, being local, you can normally 
find them and kick them in the shins when you want attention.  The Productivity Commission 
report on IP protection matters defined IP as ‘creations of the mind’, such as inventions or 
literary and artistic works, for example. The report concluded Australian regulation of IP in 
patents and copyright serves overseas rights holders against Australian interests.   

     There appear to be many more enthusiastic readers, writers and publishers today than 
ever before.  This is a comparatively wealthy nation with comparatively good social safety 

nets and education systems.  In my view, more reading and writing can generally only be 
good for women and children as the assumptions of the Crown and state institutional and 

market forces in science, technology, engineering and mathematics (STEM manufacturing 
developments) have ruled the domestic roosts for so long.   Related IP questions now 
appear to be pivotal keys in regard to many more regional and global matters of health, 
education, and environment security for future generations through better risk, 
rehabilitation and fund management practice.  This starts with open education which in my 
case has led me back to my former husband, (Australian and Cambridge Keynes scholar, Rod 
O’Donnell), and his IP in the text-book ‘Macroeconomic Principles’.  I also address the 
international role of the current VC of Sydney University, Michael Spence. The latter is a 

minister of religion as well as an Oxford man and IP lawyer.  People smarter than the NTEU 
crowd should chew these IP matters over more openly.   (I could also rip their heads off.) 

 

‘Global Rankings Distort Decisions’ (ANU VC and Nobel Laureate in Physics) 

    IP treatment has ramifications for global university ranking and for regional and state 

associations and directions. There appears to be related institutional and public cost and 
probity concern over the global proliferation of US academic and professional journals and 
opinions with related standards, holdings and costs being generated here.  In the article 

entitled ‘Global rankings distort decisions:  Nobel Laureate’ (SMH 12.11.20, p. 1), Australian 
National University VC, Brian Schmidt, claims his view is shared by most VCs around the 

world.  It is that all should worry greatly about the distortionary effect on the university 
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mission of encouraging choices being made on the basis of regional ratings.  This practice 
appears to trap the public back into the top global social network interests and their 

dominating financial jungles.   Global relations may appear to be domestic goods only if 
Australian communities can also control their interests in such markets in the perceived and 
genuine interests of the global public in more openly honest practice.  This has been more 
openly and broadly revealed for many years in daily Australian broadcast news and 
newspaper information. The Australian evidence suggests IP treatment is best carried out in 

joint regional and educational contexts of more openly honest and broad discovery.  

 

     Booktopia and ASA advice to me appear on trend with normal US international market 
forces in IT.  This often appears to lead to more individualised financial or related product 
ownership, as well as financial customer capture in legal practice carried out in secret.  I am 
sick of the expected on-line dealing with marketing entities with a US or unknown head 
office, which only deal on-line in set or outdated responses of their own or not at all.  

Exchange rates and the expected number of transactions to be performed in road transport 
and air or shipping of each particular product, don’t appear good for the ordinary 
purchasing client either.  She may be the author, publisher or local bookshop owner who 
does not see herself as a milch cow for big technology and competitive US interests.   

   Whether one discusses books or e-books, any authors and publishers also appear to 
require good relations with local book distributors and bookshops, such as Booktopia and 
Gleebooks, for example, to become known about, let alone make sales.  It makes more 
general sense for me to give Power Loving contents away freely on 
www.Carolodonnell.com.au as I once tried to do with university lectures on-site at Sydney 
Uni.   The average scholar assumes secrecy enhances and protects more reputations.  I 
regard intellectual development as a process best carried out continuously and together. 

    Better regional and institutional directions have long been suggested by the World Health 
Organization (WHO), the British Open University and key international agreements on 
national direction of standards for regional, place and personal wellbeing.  Better personal 

direction than that recommended by Booktopia may perhaps be available to me now as 
Educational Claimant (No. 114553) in the Public Lending Rights (PLR) and Educational 
Lending Rights (ELR) Scheme.  This has paid me on a regular yearly basis for books I wrote in 
the 1980s that students borrowed from university and other libraries since.   Key standards 
texts may make some longstanding professors more regular money if students have to buy 
them.  I was never a professor and I haven’t been attached to any influential institution or 
association since retirement in 2007.  As the film The Social Network pointed out, you need 
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a big one to screw the rest.  Here I stand with Power Loving.  Bookshops and newsagents in 
my area are generously giving it a go.  Mournfully we agree that nobody reads enough.   

     The ELR scheme appears thoughtfully located, however, in the Office of the Arts in the 

Department of Infrastructure, Transport, Regional Development and Communications.   
Superficially this location appears to favour more openly cooperative regional planning, 
communications and work where many competitive options for IP producers are also more 

broadly and openly available.  With Power Loving I now try my new IP ownership and use in 
theory and practice in university or related educational libraries, bookshops and other 
research archival places first, as well as on my website and in local shops.  This is partly in an 
attempt to test and preserve good community standards of evidence as well as contain 
market costs.  Global markets may normally pander most easily, for example, to earlier 
secret feudal operations like war, sports, gambling, stadium, and other giant building 
construction to meet job demand carried out in formerly public spaces.  As economist, 
Jessica Irvine, points out, however, it certainly appears progress that in our most recent 

global financial crisis associated with global corona-virus lockdowns, our government is 
suggesting we enjoy some nice local holidays instead of jobs helping war production.  

 

Gene Patenting in Human Health (Essentially Yours) leads rather than rules the way 

    The Australian market remains driven, nevertheless, by top secret male standards of 

English-speaking feudal power like other institutions.  The court sits at the top of its related 
institutions of association around the inherited Crown and contesting parties in Australia.   I 

have long contended that as scholars and teachers we may regard ourselves as our own 
intellectual property, with the right and duty to dispose of it freely where it counts. This is 
an increasingly popular view held in top Australian institutional publishing.  See, for 
example, the Australian Law Reform Commission and National Health and Medical Research 
Council reports on protection of human genetic information in Australia and Gene Patenting 

in Human Health, sub-titled Essentially Yours (2003).  In 2020, one naturally wonders how 
far related open service principles designed in the global public and individual interest, 
rather than purely in the normal top global institutional or professional interest, will drive 

vaccine or other drug production, distribution, and assessment.  These are leading global 
health, education and research standard concerns which are also addressed by WHO and 

Chinese or other governments; and in my life as a woman and author of Power Loving.    
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   In this global communications era, in which Australia is enmeshed, I see the times as firstly 
being partly about the development of better regional and local archival, distribution and 
sales approaches to non-fiction texts and to documentary and news film, along with other 
regional and historical information matters.  As Marx pointed out, however, the generations 
of the past weigh like a nightmare on the minds of the living, so we have the ACCC and their 
growing bands of legal friends as well as our legal ancestors to support, or not, as the case 
may be.  The planning way out is open and regional co-operation, as has been theoretically 
pioneered at least in some national indigenous environment protection organizations such 
as Bush Heritage Australia.   What happens beneath only God and lawyers know as usual?  
The Annual Reports appear to offer sensible land and water remediation strategies relating 
to air quality and protection of vital diverse habitat.  From Productivity Commission 
discussion of IP, I guess that the conservation or rehabilitation and research practice of plant 
breeders’ rights law may perhaps be most usefully followed in open regional practice. 

Religion and moral philosophy give us the personal chance of a choice in service.   Why 
live any longer in ignorant bad faith while following the lawyer’s secret and lying ways?  

   Whose intellectual property is in your head and in your writing, for example?  It’s 
essentially yours, to try to distribute however you choose, whatever the Crown, its soldiers 

or lawyers say and do about it.  This is a key Christian religious and existential position on 
free will which still forms the community of scholars in theory.  We operate as independent 
contractors or subcontractors in association, or as employees of research, education or 
archival institutions.  This is in rapidly changing global times with many more 
communication practices available.  As we cannot argue with the algorithms we must still 
rely on writing.   As a result of teaching at Sydney University, personally guided by the 
traditional British Open University philosophy and directions with the British Broadcasting 
Corporation and related communities, it has increasingly seemed to me that Australian 

attitudes to IP are out of touch and dysfunctional from many related Australian 
perspectives, including nearly all of our own content producers.  For all I know it may be the 
same in Britain because one often sees how the bigger and older political and legal family 
ships may so often be harder to turn around, especially when money draws them 
increasingly in US circles.  Churchill lost the war and peace to their US family forces. 

     These are essentially questions of moral philosophy now addressed in global times and 

places, including in China, Australia’s major trading partner.  Our national IP approach has 
been conducted so far in the historical, legal, bureaucratic and institutional contexts of state 
formation by native born and traditional British and US trading interests.  One normally 

maximises quality in any creative activity, however, through its more open spread and offer 
of broader opportunity for free comment and participation, in Citizen Science.  Exploration 
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and recommendations on regional, national and individual treatment of IP are addressed 
here in the light of personal findings as well as in government referral to the normally 

leading Australian august bodies on competition, health, legal and IP matters.    

       I note in a recent article, ‘Online retailer Booktopia takes another run at the boards’, that 
Booktopia is about to list on the Australian stock exchange (AFR, 3.11.20).  I also understand 
the University Co-operative Bookshop Limited (also known as The Co-op) went into 

administration at the end of 2019, and Booktopia was successful in acquiring its business.  
The Co-op stores on tertiary campus have closed, Booktopia is now the preferred supplier of 
books.   See it in context. 

    In writing, producing and attempting to distribute my autobiography for sale, I am also 

trying to understand the best regional direction for the enhancement of Australian 
knowledge and practice.  This is addressed first as the historical collection and distribution 
of personal and institutional IP for broader and more honestly informing use.  This can best 

be achieved openly, rather than in a world where multiplying operations are conducted 
according to commercial in confidence and related professional principles, driven by 

increasingly rapid technological change leaving many behind.  For many educational and 
financial reasons this book direction seems preferably led with Booktopia rather than 
Amazon and most naturally to be centred on educational institutions and libraries, naturally 

including the local, first.   

     Technological forces have historically been defined and constrained by military and 
manufacturing forces and secrecy.  This is to assist enemy surprise and attack.  This is now 
increasingly associated with technological creation of population and personal risk, rather 
than security.  This was shown in many analyses of the 20008 global financial crisis causes, 
by McLean and Elkind, Geithner, Stiglitz, Varoufarkis, Piketty and others for example.  I 
recommend a local direction with Booktopia, unlike the liaison with yet another US located 
operation apparently established to unload risk onto small authors and publishers in 
traditional British and US outposts of colonial operation like Australia. The regional planning 
and related risk management approaches to quality and product cost-containment welcome 
more open regional co-operation centred on mutual cooperation and freedom of choice in 
common areas.  Following standard views on IP condemns many Australian products to the 
global trash can almost immediately, so that the Californian IT driven approaches to the 
world can just keep on walking over everybody else's markets to destroy them.   Make 
Microsoft Office and Word email your international best administration friends instead. 

Cheers 
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Carol O’Donnell, St James Court, 10/11 Rosebank St., Glebe, Sydney 2037  
www.Carolodonnell.com.au  

See related personal letter below: 
 
Hi Alfredo 
 
Please take your time reading and writing as I will progress in this direction nevertheless, 
looking forward to any interest you take in the matter along the way.   
 
To what you have said above I would mainly add that mine is a female perspective directed 
in the interests of women and children, whereas we have all been naturally brought up with 
the primary perspectives and interests of feudal and professional men in front of mind, 
rather than those operating more broadly and rationally in welfare states.   
 
As I wrote to my former husband, when careerism became popular for women, I found 
myself honing honesty to the point of brutality as I have always believed that loud and 
honest behaviour carried out personally and collectively is the best policy for women and 
kids in this country.  One does not often win or keep friends or allies that way nevertheless, 
and I often admire the smooth and sophisticated operator.  I am so far from personally cut 
out for that role, however, that I have never even bothered to try it.  This also avoids 
personal stress. 
 
I am less pessimistic than you as I am less a believer in the disinterested competence of the 
highly educated and more confident of the common sense and capacities of many other 
people.  This doesn't mean I think anybody of either background is likely to read my 
book.  From a commercial perspective on influence and sales, the writing and production is 
usually just a waste of money - mine in this case.   
 
However, I'm not alone Narelle (as they say in The Castle).  God knows there is an increasing 
number of people out there being encouraged to make products of many kinds while 
multiplying software creators promise them an audience and commercial success.   
 
Such success without powerful association or backing is highly unlikely because globally and 
nationally we are totally unknown in increasingly crowded global markets, while nobody 
local wants to know us either.  We make financial losses while others at the top make 
money by proliferating top dysfunctional circles and institutions based on top social 
networks and related grading software.   
 
My hope lies in the fact that daily news and government or independent investigation 
increasingly reveal the national policy dysfunction.  (I will buy Peter Fitzsimon’s book on 
Breaker Morant for Xmas, having greatly admired the Beresford propaganda film.) 
 
My main policy and development interests at the moment are therefore in the best design 
of intellectual property and its use to promote honesty in key national institutions first.  This 
is instead of promoting commercial in confidence behaviour through related gambling and 
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other entertainments.  In that primary direction, the only remedy for indulging and losing 
may be in court or violent eruptions or death.  
 
I look forward to your views when you have time to write later as you have personal and 
practical knowledge of many areas of the kind I lack.  I am pessimistic or optimistic 
depending on the particular case but know most about university publishing and 
government, I guess. 
 
Cheers 
Carol 
 
 
 
 
 


